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ABSTRACT

The EBR-H natural circulation experiment,
XXOB Teat BA, la simulated with the SASSYS-1
computer code and the results for the latter are
compared with published data taken during the
transient at selected points In the core. The
SASSYS-1 results provide transient temperature
and flow responses for all points of Interest
simultaneously during one run, once such baalc
parameters as pipe sizes, Initial core flows, and
elevations are specified. The SASSYS-1 simula-
tion results for the EBR-II experiment XX08 Test
8A, conducted In Hatch 1979, are "lthln the pub-
lished plant data uncertainties and, thereby,
serve as a partial verification/validation of the
SASSYS-1 code.

INTRODUCTION

A natural circulation test was simulated
with the SASSYS-1 computer code (I) and the re-
sults were compared with published EBR-II data
taken during the transient at selected points In
the core, Che primary system, and the secondary
system. The experiment choaea for this compari-
son via EBR-II experiment XXO8 Teat 8A (2,5)•
This paper summarizes the results of the XX08
Teat 8A analysis and data*

The SASSYS-1 results provide transient tenp-
erature and flow responses for all points of
interest simultaneously during one run, once such
basic parameters as pipe sizes, Initial core
fXowa, and elevations are specified. To summa-
rize the rosultc of these analyses, the SASSYS-1
peak temperatures and natural circulation flow
for the EBR-II axperlment XX08 Test 8A, conducted

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.

In March 1979, were within the published plant
data uncertainties and, thereby, serve aa a par-
tial verification/validation of the SASSYS-1
code.

The EBR-II plant has been nodeled with the
SASSYS-1 code, and this modeling Is described
partially herein. The effort was concentrated
on testing the SASSYS-1 E.*S-II nodel results
against data from the EBR-II experiment XX08 Test
8A (see Ref. (2).

The success of the predictions described
here allowed us to complete pretest analyses of
selected EBR-II Shutdown Heat Removal Tests
(SHRTs) conducted by the EBR-II Project In June
1984. Those Initial 26 SHRTs had two Instru-
mented experimental subassemblles (S/As) (see
Ref. (4). The SASSYS-1 results for SHRTs 3 and
17, predicting reverse flow in the core and the
blanket, and for SHRT 4, repeating XX08 Teat 8A,
will be the subject of a future paper.

The Important factors In the study of shut-
down heat removal teat* are:

1. the decay heats of the drivers, instru-
mented subassenbly XX08, reflectors,
and blanket assemblies,

2. the neutron power after the event
(e.g., loss of on-slte power)

I

3. the primary and secondary pump coaat-
down characteristics

4. the intermediate heat exchanger(s)
(IHX) characteristics, snd
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s. the distribution of the coolant flov In
the core and blanket.

Certain aapecta of the modeling of the
EBR-II plant and of Teat 8A required particular
attention for application o? the SASSYS-1 code.
Some of the dealgn aspects are unique to EBR-K,
and others differ considerably from the more
standard LMFBR pool and loop designs for oxide
fuel for which the SASSYS-1 code was written.
Examples of these differences Include 1) not one
but two lower plenums, one low-pressure and the
other high-pressure, 2) an upper plenum without a
cover gas, and 3) uranium aetal fuel Instead of
uranlua oxide fuel. Examples of particular at-
tention required to analyze Test 8A are (a) low-
flow behavior, (b) pump modeling, (c) decay-heat
calculations, and (d) aubaat:eably distribution r.o
detect anomalous flow and temperature reaponaea.

The treatment of mcny components, euch as
piping, valves, and the surge tank, are not only
standard, but alao have very little Impact on the
analyges reported here. Most of the description
of this standard type of treatment haa been omit-
ted, since Reference (_1) glvea an example of this
standard treatment.

THE SASSYS-1 MODEL OP THE BBR-II PLANT

Figures 1 and 2 present the primary cooling
system showing the position of the reactor and a
simplified flow diagram of the EBR-II ,>lant. In
the SASSrS-1 model of EBR-II, 1) twenty SASSYS-1
core channels represent the 127-subaaaembly cere,
2) elgh't bypass channels represent the reflector
and radial blanket bypass aubassemWles, 3) six-
teen liquid »egmenta, forty-two elements, five
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cotnpreostble volumea, and thirty-five temperature
groups represent Che primary sodiun loop, and 4)
oeven liquid oegEenta, thirty elenento, Qeven
coaproooiblo volumeo, and thirteen teaperaturc
groups repreoent the secondary oodluo lo,-p. The
SASSYS-1 model for the primary systen la ihown In
Fig. 3. The pool Is represented by a simple,
unlfora-temperature compressible volume with a
cover gas, although It Is recognized that con-
siderable stratification exists. Figure 4 shows
the compressible volumes, segments, elements,
temperature groups, and nodes used to model the
secondary systea for SASSYS-1- For •hlo prelim-
inary study, the steam cycle portion woo sltau-
lated with I) a normalized relative sodium temp-
erature drop versus time curve Cor the typical
evaporator and 2) a sodium temperature drop
across the steam generator specified to be 72.657
for the evaporator and the remainder for the
superheater. SASSYS-1 results using a detailed
steals generator aodel will be the subject of a
future paper.

The two lower plenums [a high-pressure
plenum -(HPP) snd a low-pressure plenum (LPP)J
supply the sodium to the EBR-II subassenblles,
which make up the active core, reflectors, and
radial blankets. The HPP feeds rows one to
seven. Bows one to seven Include the active core
and, depending on the evolution stage of EBR-II,
a row or two of Inner radial blanket assemblies
and/or stainless steel reflectors. The LPP feeds
rows eight to sixteen; these nine rows are typi-
cally three rows of stalnleae-ateel reflector
subassemblles (SSRs) and six rows of depleted-
uranlum radial-blanket subassemblles.

The HPP versus LPP configuration presented
an obvious choice for SASSYS-1 core- versus by-
pass-channel modeling; the subassemblles must be
divided Into core and bypass elements to properly
reflect the EBR-II geometry and to maximize the
Information to be obtained from the calcula-
tions. Although some difficulties were encoun-
tered, and particular care was required In model-
Ing this configuration, the versatility of the
SASSYS-1 code was Illustrated during this
atudy.

THE SASSYS-1 MODEL OF THE EBR-II OORE FOR XX08
TEST 8A.(Run 100 C)

Tables 1 and 2 show the selected distribu-
tion of Qubassetobly power and flow assignments
to the SASSYS-1 core and bypass channels, respec-
tively, tn XX08 Test 8A (run 100C). Of the twen-
ty SASSYS-1 core channels representing the 127
active core driver and SSR aubasseablea one sepa-
rate channel modeled the Instrumented subassembly
X.X08 to ensure maximum computational accuracy for
direct comparison with the experimental results
(XX08 was assigned to channel 19). The remaining
subassemblles were assigned to the SASSYS-1 core
channels according their 1) orlflclng cones (end
thus mass flow rates), 2) powers (or power-to-
flow ratios), 3) common subassembly types, and 4)
Instrumentation* When prsctlcal, separate chan-
nels or average mass-flow rates and powers were
assigned to the subassembltes which had outlet
thermocouple readings to compare with SASSYS-1
results.

Table 1. Typical Assignments of EBR-II
Subp^semblles to SASSYS Core Channels:

•' Analyolo of Test 8A with Subassembly XX08

SASSYS Description Number Relative Relative
Channel of S/As Power Flow

* 1 *
*2*
'3*.
»4*
*5«'

6
«7*

8
9

•10*
11

M2*
413*

14

15

16
17
18
19

*20*

Experiment
Drivers
Experiments
Drivers
Experiments
Safety rods
Drivers
Experiments
Staff-drlvero
Drivers
Control rods
Experiment
Drivers
1/2 driver
& expt.
1/2 drlvero
& expt.
Stalnleas
Experlaent
Experiments
XX08
Experiment

1
3
3
5
2
4
7
7
3
7

10
1

48
2

3

8
1
2
1
1

0.887
0.990
0.023
1.000
0.347
0.673
0.954
0.016
0.488
0.934
0.584
0.449
0.742
0.566

0.380

0.022
0.901
0.258
0.525
0.621

1.
1.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0.
0.
0.
0 .

0.

0.
0.
0,
0.
0.

023
000
096
862
177
634
663
164
446
573
429
394
469
.316

332

,025
.645
,219
,329
.527

Channel numbers denoted by ** have separate S/A
outlet thermocouple readings.

Table 2. Assignments of EBR-II Subsssemblles

Co SASSYS Bypass Channels

Relative Relative
Bypass Number Power Flow
Channel Description o'_ S/A per S/A per S/A

1

*2*

3

4
5
6
7
8

Stainless
steel
reflectors
S.S.
reflectors
S.S.
reflectors

Experiments
Blankets
Blankets
Blankets
Blankets

37

48

54

16
39

125
88

101

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

.0535

.0263

.0151

.0822

.1167

.0577

.0296

.0143

0.0374

0.0167

0.0134

0.1135
0.0537
0.0537
0.0537
0.0537

The core SSRs, In rows 4 and 7, were placed
In the SASSYS-1 core channel 16. The SSRs In
rows 8-10 were assigned Co bypass channels 1, 2,
and 3 to account for the row-by-roa orlfIcing.
The blanket subassemblles were split Into two
zones :o represent the hJgh-flow blankets. The
low-flow blankets were further divided Into four
channels to account for the wide range of powers
over the narrow range of flows. Thus, the sub-
assemblles In rows 8-16 are represented with
eight (8) bypass channels. The lower aeetton
from- the LPP Co the reflector or blanket region
opposite the active core was represented by a
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pipe (for each bypass channel) with four nodes

selected such that the entrance to the active

blanket or reflector zone Is at the same eleva-

tion as that In the core zone.

THE SASSYS-1 MODELING OF THE EBR-II M X AND PUMPS £

The EBR-II plant IHX was modeled with twenty
0.15-tn axial nodes. Uelng mejsured temperatures
for reference full-power conditions and approxi-
mating the heat-transfer area, we can calculate
the film heat-transfer coefficient. The Inner
and outer tube fllci coefficients were assumed to
be approximately equal for this study.

The EBR-II plant has two centrifugal pumps
acting in parallel to circulate the flow In the
primary circuit, along with an auxiliary electro-
magnetic (EM) pump which can provide about 0.5
percent of the main pump head. The EBR-II second-
ary circuit has one sodlua pump which Is rated at
342.9 kg/a.

For these SASSYS-1 calculations, the cen-

trifugal puiap model (_5_),

dP - Cj S2 *• C2 Sq + C3 q",

for the NATDEMO code (2), was used. In this
equation dP, S, and Q are the differential pres-
sure rotor speed, and flow, In Pa, normalized
rad/s, and normalized o3/aj n " 1.9 for turbulent
flow and 1.0 for laminar flow. The turbulent-to-
lamlnar-flow transition occurs st approximately
6.0 percent nominal r'-> (6Z of 9000 gpm or 6.6X
of 8190 gpra).

The rated pump '.. jd, flow, and speed com-
plete the centrifugal pump model, given the rotor
speed as a function of tine. The two-pump
average rotor speed (relative to the SASSYS-l-
c^.oulated steady-state rotor speed) Is Input to
SASSYS-1 as a given quantity varying with time.
We plan to Investigate the variance of the Indi-
vidual pump speeds In a future study.

THE FISSION PRODUCT DECAY POWER INPUT TO SASSYS-l

The post-shutdown flasion-product power gen-
eration (decay heat) In EBR-II was calculated for
the XX.08 Test 3A with the ORIGEN-79 code (6).
These calculations were used to obtain the decay
heats of a typical (not BOL) MARK-II driver and
blanket aubasserablles for the power history shown
In Figs. 5-7. Prior EBR-II operating history for
driver, reflector, and blanket subasaemblles was
simulated by running ORIGEN-79 for a BOL driver
up to 4»4Z burncp.

Given that the XX08 Instrumented subassembly
had been In the reactor since August 1977, It was
reasonable to assign the May 1979 XX08 Test 8A
(I.e., during run 100C) drivers and Instrumented
subasaembly XX08 the name fractional decay-heat
curve (the sum of the measured neutron power
curve and the calculated decay-heat curve).
Lacking more suitable Information for the decay-
heat-level power of the stali.less steel reflec-
tors and blanket subasoerabUes, we chose to use
the relative decoy powers shown In Fig. 8 (3_).
These total decay-heat powers are predicted on a
scrara reactivity of -$5.30 and a power history of
fifty days at 100Z power, followed by 4d at 01,
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I4d at 100%, I2d at 0%, I9d at 100%, 1.6d at 0%,
and 3 tirs at 36.3% power.

SASSYS-l ANALYSIS OF XX08 TEST 8A

SASSYS-l verification was needed for an
application to EBR-II Co ensure the accuracy of
the modeling decisions; the pump model constants
for laminar flow, cited above and discussed be-
low. Is an example of such decisions* Test 8A of
the XX08 instrumented eubasseably experimental
eerles of natural circulation studies In EBR-II
was considered the best with which to benchmark
the SASSYS-1 code EBR-II model. The data from
the 1979 XX08 Test 8A showed the basic plant
SASSYS-1 simulation to be within reason.

Table 3 shows the conditions Immediately
before' the pump coastdown. The primary pumps
were tripped at time 0, the reactor scrammed at
2.0 s, and the secondary pump tripped at 17 a.

Table 3. Reactor Conditions before Coastdown

of XX08 Teat 8A

Reactor power
Primary-system flow

Primary pump No. 1 speed
Primary pump No. 2 speed
Reactor inlet coolant

temperature
Mixed mean reactor

outlet coolant

temperature
Secondary-system flow

M X secondary-Inlet
temperature

IHX secondary-outlet
temperature

21.8 i 0.3 MWt
3157 gpma (40.0% of
nonsal fu l l flow)
317 rpm
316 rpm
664*F (35l*C)

839'F (449'C)

2253 Rpma (37.6% of

full flow")

557'F (3O3'C)

826*F (441*C)

*1 gpra - 6.31 x 10~5 ro3/s.

A typical value during full-power operation Is
36%

The SASSYS-1 code pretranslent calculations
were begun at full power and full flav to estab-
lish the steady-state hydraulics characteristics
for known full-flow reactor characteristics.
(The Initial steady-state solution In SASSYS-1
balances flows and pressure drops partly by ad-
justing orifice coefficients which remain con-
stant thereafter.) To maintain a near-constant
power-to-flow ratio for pretranalent SASSYS-1
calculations, the resctor power and pump-iotor
speed were reduced simultaneously In SASSYS-1 to
the corresponding experimental pretranslent flow
conditions. The power and flow were held con-
stant in SASSYS-1 for ninety-five seconds to
stabilize conditions, and a simulation "restart"
model was saved on disk* Thereafter, the tran-
sient began five seconds froa .his restart condi-
tion, I.e., at 100 a.

For the analysis of experiment XX08 Test 8A,
the transient reactor neutron power, the tran-
sient prlnary-punp speed, the secondary pump trip
tlm'e, and the Initial Inlet temperature of the
core, and thus of XX08, were among the recorded
experimental data used to provide the Initial
full-power and flow conditions and driving forces
for the SASSYS-1 simulation of the transient.
Reference (2) gives these experimental data and
the XX08 Test 8A data discussed below. Tables 1
and 2 give the core powers and flows for XX08
Test 8A (I.e., powers and flows for EBR-II run
100C). Available predicted powers (for all sub-
assemblles) and flows (for the 127 subassemblles)
are for EBR-II run 100B, which began seventeen
days before run 100C. The run 100B powers and
flows were adjusted for run 100C.

SASSYS-1 RESULTS COMPARED WITH DATA

Figure 9 shows the measured and SASSYS-1-
calculated mass flow races for XX08 Test 8A. The
initial mass flow rate for the transient (begin-
ning at 40% of full flow) was found by a trlal-
and-error calculation with the measured primary
pump speed curve renormallzed to produce that
specified flow (shown In Fig. 10). The mass-
flow-rate level resulting after the pump stopped

SO.O

0.0
40 80

Times

M

Fig. 9. XX08 Teat 8A Normalised Rotor Speed
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The agreement thus far of the peak temper-
ature, magnitude and time, 1B well within the
data uncertainty. SASSYS-1 underpredlcta the
temperature in the later (post peak temperature)
times. One possible explanation for this might
be that the SASSYS-1 input did not Include the
gaums heating In the XX08 steel structure; as the
fission-product decay-heat decreases, the effects
of this gamma heating would become sore apparent.
Also, the S/A structure, which has a large time-
constant, 1B overcooled during the first 30 s.
This could cause a delayed overcoollng of the
slow-moving sodium later in the transient.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A March 1979 Losa-of-Flow (LOP) with scram
( t e s t 8A with the instrumented subasserably XX08)
was analyzed and the r e s u l t s were compared wi th
the data t o benchmark the BBR-II p lant represen-
t a t i o n In SASSYS-1 and to p a r t i a l l y v a l i d a t e the
SASSYS-1 computer c o d e .

With the except ion of a s l i g h t underpredlc-
t lon from 7 to 35 e , the SASSYS-t r e s u l t s for
XX08 Test 8A are w i t h i n the s c a t t e r of the XXOB
Test 8A temperature data u n t i l about 63 a I n t o
the LOF t r a n s i e n t , about 20 s a f t e r the peak LOF
temperature. At 80 a , the SASSYS-1 r e s u l t s are
outs ide the s c a t t e r by 2 K and 6 K for the c o o l -
ant and f u e l , r e s p e c t i v e l y . The pump model r e -
s u l t s In an overcoo l lng mass f l owrate from a p -
proximately 3 a to 30 s .

This s e r i e s of SASSYS-1 code analyses a l s o
helped t o t e s t the c o d e . The u s e of the f u l l
SASSYS-1 capaci ty of twenty core channels and
eight bypass channels plus c e r t a i n modeling r e -
quirements i d e n t i f i e d some necessary SASSYS-l
m o d i f i c a t i o n s , such as more decay-heat curves and
another pump model, to address the problem more
correctly. The next step should be to briefly
review the data from the more severe June 1984
and coming SHRTs, correct whatever is needed for
the SASSYS-l model of those runs, and analyze
those tests to further validate the SASSYS-1
code.
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